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Abstract: The steering system is one of the components that ensure safe movement of vehicles; besides
this, keeping it in optimum condition leads to a minimum fuel consumption but also the lack of pollution
associated with the loss of hydraulic fluid. Power steering is one of the most requested options in a car of
small and medium size, for the vehicles weighing over 1200 kg entirely common. In figure 1 is represented
the percent’s according to the type of assistance steering boxes; from this graph, in conjunction with the
average age of the fleet in Romania (13 years in the year 2017), it is deduced that most power-steering’s
mounted on cars have hydraulic power steering or electro-hydraulic, so the need for a portable test
equipment is needed to discover and resolve the problem regarding faults of the system without
disassembling the vehicle. Advantage of the device lies in its capability to transmit data that is collected by
flow and pressure transducers and sent to a mobile (smartphone or tablet) or fixed device (PC) using
wireless technology. Also data can be transmitted to an operator who is specializes in repairing hydraulic
steering boxes to confirm their state of function.
This article presents the state of the art portable test equipment with data transmission for hydraulic power
boxes and pumps from cars, this test device will have reduced dimensions and will be formed of a flow
transducer and pressure transducer and a 2 way distributor with and a wireless module, all of which are
connected to an electronic unit with an display located on the device panel.
This data is then transmitted to a device that has software installed on it, capable of play back information
that receives from the transducers.
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1. Introduction
The basic functionality of the hydraulic power box and components are represented in figure 2.
Hydraulic power steering main purpose is that it can provide the driver less effort to steer the
wheels of the car when driving at typical speeds, and reduce considerably the physical effort
necessary to turn the wheels when a vehicle is stopped or moving slowly , is achieved by applying
pressure to the sides of a piston rod mounted on a bilateral body (Fig.2); fluid access is made thru
an opening after rotary valve mounted on the steering column, receives a response from the pinion
always engaging the steering rack rigidly connected to the piston . The fluid flows through ducts
and position represent the body of hydraulic cylinder.

Fig. 1. Steering assist by type of the vehicles
manufactured today in the world

Fig. 2. Main components of the hydraulic steering
box
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Hydraulic power steering (pump directly driven by the vehicle engine with its rpm) is responsible for
fuel consumption of approx. 0.3 l / 100 km; For drive pump by a separate electric motor (electrohydraulic power steering), that consumption is reduced by half.
However, regardless of version, malfunction is accompanied by an increase in consumption and
the loss of power steering fluid, both with negative effects on the environment and road safety [1].
2. Product description
The portable test equipment provided with data transmission, fig. 3, is a new product which allows
testing of the hydraulic power steering system of vehicles without having to dismantle the
subassemblies, thus reducing the immobilization time of the vehicle and possible hydraulic fluid
drainage on the road, endangering the safety of the others involved in traffic. The device is also
capable of transmitting data from pressure and flow sensors to a smartphone, tablet, or to desktop
PC via a wireless module. It can also be produced with an integrated display for rendering the
measured values as well as with the possibility of storing this information.

Fig. 3. The portable equipment

The usefulness of this equipment is due to the poor quality of roads in some areas that puts the
power steering’s under a lot of wear and tear, whey over the operating limit designed by the
manufacturer. This new device, very much needed in the field of repair and maintenance, it also
reduces the time with the defects repair due to the flexibility offered by the data transmission
system, with which information can be sent to a repair specialist of the hydraulic power steering
boxes. The device is also capable of generating a test report, which it can then be passed on to a
specialist who can accurately determine the cause of the fault and the solution needed to repair the
servo-hydraulic system. This portable test device is been produced in Romania being only one with
sensors and data transmission. In fig.4 it can be seen a block diagram with the components of the
portable test equipment and the informatics data transmission system and local display.

.
Fig. 4. Block diagram and the physical circuit of portable test equipment with data transmission
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The portable test equipment is composed of several sensors needed to record the parameters
which are critical to determine the condition of the steering box. The sensors used in the hydraulic
scheme are: pressure sensor with a domain of 0-160 bar, flow sensor 0.1-12 l/min [2]. All the
sensors are connected to the input ports from Pic Web Board. The equipment is supplied with
electricity from the cigarette lighter socket on the vehicle. The electrical connection of the electronic
components can be seen in figure 5. The pressure and flow transducer are powered by a voltage
of 13.8 V, and the PIC-Web and the liquid-crystal electronic module are powered by 5 V via a
voltage regulator integrated circuit. The pic-web module is provided with an optional wireless
transmission module connected via the UEXT connector. The display receives the data to be
displayed through the serial port from the pic-web module to the RX pin.

Fig. 5. The electric connection of electronic
components of portable equipment

Fig. 6. The Pic-Web electronic development
board from Olimex

Figure 6 shows the Pic-Web electronic development board from Olimex [3]. The Pic-Web board is
designed to have Web page of no more than 128 kB. If necessary a lot of images in the
application they can be stored on other server visible on the network where you have the PIC-WEB
connected. The potential of the board is to generate a fluid communication between some specific
sensors or actuators across a TCP/IP net including the controls of it.
Pic-Web board features:
 PIC18F67J60 microcontroller
 1Mbit on board serial flash for web pages storage
 ICSP/ICD mini connector for programming and debugging with PIC-ICD2, PICICD2-POCKET and PIC-ICD2-TINY.
 Reset button
 User event button
 Analogue trimmer potentiometer
 Thermistor for temperature monitoring
 RS232 driver and connector
 Complete web server and TCP-IP stack support as per Microchip's open source
TCP-IP stack
 Power plug-in jack for DC power supply
 Voltage regulator +3.3V and filtering capacitors
 Status LED
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 UEXT connector
 Extension header to connect to other boards
 Dimensions 60×65 mm (2.36×2.55")
3. Operation of the equipment
The test kit connects to the car's hydraulic assisted steering system with two hoses. Unscrew the
hose that comes from the pump to the hydraulically assisted steering box and insert the equipment
between the pump and the steering box. The built-in transducers will read the system pressure and
flow. By closing the valve for a short time, the maximum pressure delivered by the steering pump
can be determined. At the end of the stroke hydraulic cylinder piston, the steering box leakage can
be determined.
All the tests are performed with the help of the software developed by Hydraulics and pneumatics
research Institute with the aid of an internet protocol Web page program. Test data is displayed
locally on the device panel and transmitted wirelessly by the web application stored in the Pic-Web
module. Viewing test data and recording data is done by accessing the application through a web
browser on any mobile device (phone or tablet). Connection of the mobile device to the web
application is done wirelessly by accessing the IP address of the web application. Connecting to
the web application can also be done with a desktop PC via an Ethernet cable, the Pic-Web
module being equipped with an RJ45 Ethernet connector.
All the data recorded it will be compared with those in the database and the system will decide
whether the data recorded for the hydraulic steering box comply with the standards accepted by its
manufacturer. In the software application page, the parameters obtained from the test can be
seen and it is possible to record the data such as: name of the operator that perform testing,
beneficiary of the test report, date and registration number of the test report. With this portable test
device can be determined the rate of oil leakages at the stroke ends of steering box or in the
middle of the stroke of hydraulic cylinder (the car wheels in the center position). The leakage rate is
determined by the wear of the piston and rotary valve seals. T
he panel of the software
application displays data obtained from testing. If the flow of loss at the end of stroke is above 1.5 l
/ min is recommended to replace or repair the steering box. A steering box worn, with large internal
losses, will lead to disturbance in handling the power steering [4].
In order to issue the test report, in the software application the information for the beneficiary, the
test operator and the test date must be noted. Once the data has been filled in, it will be possible to
save a file containing the test parameters and identification data (report number, date, beneficiary,
etc.). This report is stored and can be printed or sent by e-mail [5].
4. Conclusions
The test portable equipment with data transmission allows quick testing of the hydraulically
assisted steering system without the need to dismantle the parts from the car.
Advantage of the device lies in its capability to transmit data that is collected by flow and pressure
transducers and sent to a mobile (smartphone or tablet) or fixed device (PC) using wireless
technology.
Through the web application can issue test reports with data transmitted wirelessly from the test
equipment, which can then be archived.
The amount of sensors and the domain of them determine how accurate is the report for increase
the road safety and human loses due to malfunction of hydraulic power steering.
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